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When it comes to guidance on corporate governance, boards and executives of Australian
corporations are well supplied. The Corporations Act 2001 sets out clear requirements as
to how Australian corporations are to be governed, the ASX issues detailed guidance for
publicly listed corporations and Governance Institute provides regular updates dealing, in
detail, with emerging issues and particular sectors.

Thousands of books and thought pieces have been written and countless interviews, blogs, websites and
other materials have been produced since the concept of corporate governance gained prominence
following the release of Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance by the Cadbury Committee in
1992. One source of guidance often overlooked by Australian companies is ‘standards’.  This article
looks at a selection of governance-related standards produced by International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and Standards Australia.

A widely referenced governance-related publication in Australia is Corporate Governance Principles

Effective corporate governance guidance is available in standards issued by International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) and Standards Australia (SA).
This article provides an overview of emerginggovernance-related standards.
A meeting of ISO Governance of Organizations technical committee will be held in Sydney in
November.
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and Recommendations (Principles and Recommendations) of the Australian Stock Exchange
Corporate Governance Council, first published in 2003. The third iteration of these guidelines released in
March 2014  espouses eight ‘central principles’ (management/oversight, board structure, ethics,
reporting integrity, disclosures, security holder rights, risk management and remuneration) and 29
specific recommendations. Public companies are required to include a ‘Corporate Governance
Statement’ in their annual reports declaring which, if any, of the 29 recommendations have not been
followed.

While the Principles and Recommendations apply only to public companies, they are persuasive for
larger private corporations and SMEs. The central principles are hard to argue against as they seek to
reconcile the often competing interests of shareholders, the workforce, other stakeholders, the
community, the environment and regulators. In addition to the Principles and Recommendations, there is
an abundance of material available to boards and executives of Australian corporations including regular
pronouncements by ASIC and a continuous stream of material published by the Governance Institute of
Australia.

Standards as a source of guidance
One category of guidance materials that is often not given due consideration is ‘standards’. There are
several advantages in referring to standards for corporate governance guidance:

There are two standard setting bodies Australian boards can look to for corporate governance guidance:

1. Standards Australia (‘SA’)
2. International Organization for Standardization (‘ISO’).

The purpose of this article is to highlight a selection of governance-related standards produced by these
bodies. Standards deemed relevant for the purposes of this article are those that most clearly link to the
ASX principles listed earlier.

Standards Australia
Standards Australia (SA) was formed in 1922 as a non-government, independent body tasked with
developing ‘technical standards’. In its early years, SA focused on standards pertaining to engineering,
manufacturing, power generation, transportation and so on.  

SA has more than 6,000 standards on current issue. It has no power to compel compliance with any
standard it issues but, in many cases, compliance with a relevant Australian standard is mandated by a
government agency or regulator for particular applications.  

In 2002, following several major corporate collapses in the US and elsewhere, SA resolved to consider
development of corporate governance standards. An SA committee under the leadership of Henry Bosch
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standards are developed by committees of ‘Subject Matter Experts’ who are required to consult
communities likely to be impacted by the standard
each standard has a consistent format and style making them comparable on closely related topics
standards are widely accepted as a high-integrity benchmark
each standard is subject to a rigorous approval process
standards are reviewed and periodically revised to ensure they remain ‘fit for purpose’
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AO produced a five-standard series dealing with corporate governance — one of which remains on
current issue.

International Organization for Standardization
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has a global membership of 161 national
standard setting bodies. SA is the Australian member of ISO. ISO aims to provide ‘world-class
specifications for products, services and systems, to ensure quality, safety and efficiency’. 

Since formation in 1947, ISO has published thousands of international standards and related
guidance. Standards and supporting guidelines are developed by ISO Technical Committees (‘TCs’).
TC-309 Governance of Organizations was formed in November 2016 with a mandate to ‘consolidate
good practice for effective governance of organizational performance … including direction, control and
accountability’. TC-309 is responsible for developing and maintaining governance-related ISO
standards.

As with many of the national standard setting bodies making-up ISO, SA formed a TC-309 ‘mirror
committee’ comprising representatives from academic organisations, certification bodies, unions,
consumer groups, government agencies, regulators and industry/professional associations. The purpose
of a mirror committee is to monitor and contribute to the work of its ISO counter-part and make
recommendations for adoption of ISO standards locally. The SA mirror committee to TC-309 is
designated QR-017.

ISO governance-related standards
ISO has 22,270  standards organised into 40 major categories covering topics as diverse as: road
safety, entertainment, shipbuilding, military weapon systems and international bank account numbering.
These major categories are further classified into hundreds of sub-categories. The sub-category most
relevant to organisational governance is 03.100 Company Organization and Management which
includes standards dealing with:

Most Australian business people would be aware of ISO standards through the ISO 9000 series Quality
Management Systems. Since 1987, the ISO 9000 family of standards has become instrumental in
raising the quality of product and service delivery for business, government and not-for-profit sectors
across the globe. In the Australian government sector, many ‘Requests for Tender’ require the tenderer
either to hold a certificate of compliance with ISO 9001 or produce evidence that satisfactory (in effect,
‘equivalent’) quality control systems are in place. Most organisations bidding for government contracts
opt for the former and a significant ISO 9001 certification industry has sprung-up around this need. In
2016, 12,765 ISO 9001 certificates were current in Australia of 1.02 million certificates current in 195
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company organisation
organisational management
risk management
governance
societal security
ethics
human resources
environment
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countries around the world.

Many ISO standards have been adopted as Australian standards (known as ‘identical adoption’) and
many of those are joint Australian/New Zealand standards. The ISO 9000 series adopted in Australia and
New Zealand are set out in Table 1.

Table 1: ISO 9000 standards adopted in Australia and New Zealand

Title and reference Scope

Quality Management
Systems — Fundamentals
and vocabulary
AS/NZS ISO 9000:2016

Fundamental concepts and principles of quality management and terms
and definitions applicable to other quality management system
standards. ‘Quality Management Principles’ set out in the standard are:

Quality Management
Systems — Requirements
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2016

Requirements for organisational quality management systems with the
objective of providing products and services that meet customer and
applicable statutory and regulatory requirements.

Managing for the
Sustained Success of an
Organization — A quality
management approach
AS/NZS ISO 9004:2011

Guidelines for enhancing an organisation's ability to achieve sustained
success. Includes a self-assessment tool.

Quality Management
Systems — Guidelines for
quality plans
AS/NZS ISO 10005:2006

Guidelines for the development, review, acceptance, application and
revision of quality plans. 

However, governance-related ISO standards go beyond the ISO 9000 series. The following is a selection
of ISO governance-related standards within Category 03.100 that are current, in development or which
have been approved for development (ISO standards that have been adopted in Australia are marked as
such).   
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customer focus
leadership
engagement of people
process approach
improvement
evidence-based decision-making
relationship management
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Table 2: Selection of ISO governance standards

Title and reference Scope

Environmental
Management Systems —
Requirements with
guidance for use
AS/NZS ISO 14001:2016

Guidance on developing an ‘environmental management system’ aimed
at helping business to remain commercially successful without
overlooking environmental responsibilities and impacts.

Compliance Management
Systems — Guidelines
AS ISO 19600:2015

Guidance for establishing, developing, implementing, evaluating,
maintaining and improving an effective and responsive compliance
management system.

A project to review and revise this standard is currently under
consideration by TC 309 which would result in reissue of the standard as
ISO 37301.

Societal Security —
Business continuity
management systems —
Requirements
ISO 22301:2012

Requirements to plan, establish, implement, operate, monitor, review,
maintain and continually improve a documented management system to
protect against, reduce the likelihood of occurrence, prepare for,
respond to, and recover from disruptive incidents.

Security and resilience —
Organizational resilience
— Principles and attributes
ISO 22316:2017

Guidance to enhance organisational resilience.

Guidance on Social
Responsibility
ISO 26000:2010

Guidance for sustainable development beyond ‘legal compliance’.
Promotes common understanding of social responsibility complementing
other instruments and initiatives.

Human Resource
Management — Guidelines
on human governance
ISO 30408:2016

Guidelines for tools, processes and practices required to establish,
maintain and improve human governance.

Risk Management —
Principles and Guidelines
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009

Guidelines for managing risks faced by organisations. In Australia,
superseded AS/NZS 4360:2004. 

ISO have recently released ISO 31000:2018 but this has not yet been
adopted in Australia. Until it is adopted, Australian organisations could
choose to follow either standard as long as it is clear which one is being
followed.

Risk Management —
Guidelines for
management of legal risk
ISO/WD 31022*

Under development by TC 262 Risk Management. Intended to assist in
the application of principles set out in ISO 31000 and provide further
clarity on managing legal risk.
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Guidance for the
Governance of
Organizations
ISO/AWI 37000*

Under development by TC 309. Guidance for governance of
organisations, including principles, terminology, framework, and
expected benefits. Publication due September 2020.

Anti-Bribery Management
Systems
ISO 37001:2016

Requirements for management systems to help prevent, detect and
respond to foreign bribery. Currently under consideration by QR-017 for
identical adoption in Australia.

Whistleblower
Management Systems —
Guidelines
ISO 37002*

Under development by TC 309. Guidance for organisations wishing to
improve existing reporting systems and to develop whistleblower
protection systems.

Occupational Health and
Safety Management
Systems — Requirements
ISO 45001

Provides a framework to improve employee safety, reduce workplace
risks and create better and safer working conditions (similar in scope to
Australian Standard AS/NZS 4801:2001). 

Title and reference Scope

Current standards and information about standards under development are available from
https://www.iso.org/store.html. The selection presented is only a fraction of the ISO standards that may be
relevant to organisational governance for Australian corporations. An index search would identify other
ISO standards that may be relevant to individual organisations or specific applications.

Standards Australia governance-related standards
There are several Australian Standards that touch on governance for which there is no ISO equivalent. A
summary of current and under-development standards is set out below.

Table 3: Selection of SA publications relating to governance

Title and reference Scope

Employment Screening
AS 4811:2006

Guidance for processes aimed at verifying identity, integrity and
credentials of persons entrusted with resources and/or organisational
assets. Under consideration for review and revision.
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Fraud and Corruption
Control
AS 8001:2008

Released in May 2003 as part of a five standard governance series
(including Good Governance Principles, Codes of Conduct, Corporate
Social Responsibility and Whistleblower Protection). A second iteration
was reissued in 2008.  

Guidance for controlling risks of fraud and corruption across all industry
sectors and in government. Widely consulted by Australian business and
often used as a benchmarking tool.

Proposal for review and revision has been prepared by QR-017.

Guidelines for Complaint
Management in
Organizations
AS/NZS 10092-2014

Guidance on complaint management including planning, design,
operation and maintenance. Aims to improve confidence in an
organisation by encouraging feedback.

Risk Management —
Guidelines on risk
assessment techniques 
SA SNZ HB 89-2013

Guidance for assessing risk and to assist in decision making in
conditions of uncertainty. Includes an overview of risk assessment
techniques and guidance on selection and implementation.

Legal Risk Management
HB 296-2007

Guidance for lawyers on aligning provision of legal services with client
needs by applying AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009.

Assuring Probity in
Decision —making 
HB 325-2008

Guidance on probity. Includes a decision-making tool for business
transactions.

Risk management
guidelines - Companion to
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009
SA/SNZ HB 436-2013

Guidance for organisations to leverage AS/NZS ISO 31000-2009.
Promotes effective risk management irrespective of how they arise.
Intended to harmonise with other standards concerned with risk
management.

Title and reference Scope

SA Standards are available from SAI Global at: https://infostore.saiglobal.com/

Meeting of TC 309 Governance of Organizations
Standards Australia is hosting a meeting of ISO technical committee TC 309 Governance of
Organizations in Sydney in the week of 5–9 November 2018. A series of TC-309 ‘working groups’ and a
plenary session will consider a range of governance-linked standard projects including:

Development of ISO/AWI 37000 Guidance for the governance of organizations
Revision of ISO 37001:2016Anti-Bribery Management Systems
Development of ISO 37002 Whistleblower Management Systems — Guidelines
Revision of ISO 19600:2014 Compliance Management Systems — Guidelines (to bere-issued as
ISO 37301).
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The projects to revise ISO 37001:2016 and to develop ISO 37002 are particularly relevant to Australian
organisations with bills currently before the Australian Parliament —Crimes Legislation Amendment
(Combatting Crime) Bill 2017(bribery or foreign public officials) and Treasury Laws Amendment
(Whistleblowers) Bill 2017.

Conclusion
There is a huge range of corporate governance guidance readily available to boards and executives of
Australian corporations by reference to ISO and SA standards. The foregoing is a short overview of
some relevant material but is by no means exhaustive. In addition to the generic standards highlighted
here, it is well worth visiting the ISO and SA websites to identify governance guidance that may be
relevant to particular sectors or particular applications.

Notes

Dean Newlan can be contacted on (03) 9038 3151 or by email at dnewlan@mcgrathnicol.com.

Material published in Governance Directions is copyright and may not be reproduced without permission. The
views expressed therein are those of the author and not of Governance Institute of Australia. All views and
opinions are provided as general commentary only and should not be relied upon in place of specific accounting,
legal or other professional advice.

1 See https://www.asx.com.au/documents/asx-compliance/cgc-principles-and-recommendations-3rd-edn.pdf
2 At 26 August 2018.
3 See https://isotc.iso.org/livelink/livelink?func=ll&objId=18808772&objAction=browse&viewType=1
4 Overview for each standard extracted from relevant ISO or SA website.
5 Standards that are under development are marked ‘*’.
6  Key differences in the 2018 iteration compared with 2009 as summarised at:

https://www.iso.org/news/ref2263.html
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